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Let 0 be a local, one dimensional, reduced k-algebra with residue field k. 
Denote the integral closure of 0’ by 6’ and its conductor by C. We will verify the 
following 
Theorem. 0 is Gorensfein a ExtgC, 6) = (0). 
The method of proof is geometric and uses the Mumford-Mayer-D’Sou 
compactification of the (generalized) Jacobian of a singular curve and 
remarkable result of D’Souza on the reilationship of the eompactified jacobian 
and the Hilbert scheme. First observe that the implication + i$ standard 
[see 21. We have -only to verify that the vanishing of Ext implies 
Gorenstein. It suffices to show that the complr$tion 6 is Gorensteira. B 
Ext&(C?, 6)= Extb(C, 0’). To see that e is the conductor of 8 note th 
(conductor of 6) and 6/C = 6’/& so that the c onductor of 8 can be 
& C1 C 0, C C C1. If C1 # C, C,6 > Cx and e. !7 > & which means thra: 
the conductor. We may suppose therefore th& 8 is complete. Final 
algebrize 6’ so that it is the completion of’a locat ring at a k-rational point ‘x” of an 
irreducible projective curve X over k, non&~gular outside x. By thl 
suffices to prove the result for OX,, so in the seqfttel we will suppose 8 =; 
we may assume k is algebraically closed; 
1. We will recall some facts about compactified jacobians. The general rsferen 
[2]. The following are two functors from rings to sets: 
N(R)={I~IC6@d? =OR, ORII isR flat) 
I an t?& idial L 
P(R) = {Isomorphism classes of F; F and 
so’ that V homomorphism R 4 L, xt an 
closed field, F@Q~ 0’~ is a to~ion free 
Let I e H(R). Since O./I is ‘R-flat we have an injection I @R 
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R’ so I defines an element of p(R) and we have a morphism of functors H-’ p. A 
k-valued point of N is an ideal of 6 and a k-valued point of P is a rank 1 torsion 
free 8‘ module (with the above properties). 
Q&uition. An &module F is said to have G-dimension zero if: 
(i): F is reflexive 
(ii): Extk(F, 0’) = 0 = Exti(F, 6’). 
In [2] D’Souza proves that at a ‘point’ of G-dimension 0 the morphism Q : H + p is 
formally smooth. This means the following. Let A, B be Artin local k-algebras with 
residue field k and 63 + A a surjective homomorphism. We have the commutative 
diagram: 
p(B) ---+ P(A) 
and maps 
H(B)& P(B) x H(A)A P(A)L F(k). 
P(A) 
According to IYSouza’s theorem if 6 E p(B) X &A) H(A) has the property that 
71~. r),(l) is a module of G-dimension zero then 31B E H(B) with q(&) = & 
If we consider sheaves of ideals (and modules) on X in the above the 
corresponding functorj will still not be ‘representable’. We need to fix the ‘degree’ 
and rigidify F: 
glpd (S) = (9 19 a coherent sheaf of ideals on X X S, 0&,&J 
flat over S and inducing on the geometric 
fibres Xs,, of X x S + S ideals 9% with 
~(9%) = rank H”(XG, .%&)-rank H’(Xso, &) = d}. 
Remark. It is customary to fix rank H’(X,, Oxs&&,,) but since 
x(&o) = x Wx j = x W + x (~x~,~JsJ = x$W + rank HVh C&%J= 
Fix a regular point y E X so as to get for every k-scheme S a section 
o,:S-,XxS defined by (y)xS. 
@d (S) = (Isomorphism classes of coherent sheaves 9 on X x S 
The schemes & are projective schemes isomorphic for various d. To see this let Kd 
be the Poiacar6 sheaf on X x c?$ and L, a line bundle of degree rz on X Then 
inducing on the geometric fibres of fs = X X S ---, S 
torsion free sheaves SF, of rank 1 and x(&J = d; 
plus isomorphisms (a:)9 = &). 
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p’: L QP Kd gives a family of sheaves of degree n + d and hence a morphism 
@d -+ &+, which is easily seen to be an isomorphism (since it has an inverse). 
5 x(ax) contains the Picard variety of X, i.e. the group variety of line bundles of 
degree 0 on X There% ‘is. a ,mo.rphism Pit(X)-, Pi&“) with kernel _g wh&b -&” an 
affine I algebraic group defined ,,by line btindles L% on X -wjth an., iznbedding 
LCK=function field of X,u=Q., .yfx;&=uJ’~, u a-unit of 8&. The 
dimension of % is 6 = length. (6/B). Lf Lis is a line bundle pon X X S, x(k) = 
x(ePQJ at geomet+ points so E S and s E gd(S) then I& QD 9 E @&I) so as to 
define an action of the Picard variety on @! As before we have an obvious 
.morphism 
2. P-f of Theorem. Writing C” for Homs(C, 6) we have C C (C-‘)-1 C 0 so 
(C”)” is an ideal. Let h E 6, ac E C”, then (h . a. C) C (a*. C) so h . a E Co1 and 
C-l is an d module. Similarly (C-‘)” is an 4 module, i.e. an ideal in 6. But 
C C (C”)-’ so C = (C-.‘)-I. The hypothesis now implies that C is of G-dimension 
zero so D’S’ouza’s result applies. 
To start with assume that X is rational so that Pit’(X) = 0 and Pie*(X) = %, an 
afiine algebraic group Denote by 9& the ope:n subset of & consisting of line 
- bundles of degree d. For d 4 0 it is shown in [2] that 
is smooth at points 9 E & with 9x an 6 x,x mod ule of @-dimension zero. Fix d so 
that @d is smooth at these points. Let *I be ~-he sheaf of conductors of X. By 
tensoring $1 by a line bun le L1 of suitab!te degree we get 9, cp L1 * 
x(iF)=d. Since iF...&x = 4 
trivially on R Further ,if a p 
i 
x we have by t,l;e definition of 46 that ‘$4 
l nt @’ E @d is lefr invariant by 3, ile. u . S 
unit in &,= theb 5Jr: is anI 6 x,x .module. !%ce 6 is a PAD. sl;: 
conductor of 6 as B-modulbs. We claim there is a unique point @ of 
9x - conductor. More genefally if Z&Y &e & and *I.= = 3Qr then 
bundle L E 3 with & (8, L L 9%. First recall that given two 0 
.K = quotient field of 6 211, h2 with %I = %?&, 3h E K with aI 
induces &. K = K = %z. K &= # which is induced by 
I 
multi1 
Hence by ‘multiplying’ Z& by a rational function we get imbedditrg’s 
with QF,,, = SF,,.. Now 9i 1% = X - x are line bundles o 3 
so that & @(9$I U) = (iiF2 1 U) and exte,nding L itrivially’ to L 08~ X 
Laa.=.Qx,x we get. &,a Z%=, 3%. Besides if x(L)lic’.x(@k), 
~(2%). Hence x(L) = x(S,) i.e. L E 3. This ptoves the claim. 
gd can be decomposed into. a union of 3 orbits, -each an 
closure of a %I orbit has boundary consisting of 99 orbits of lo 
orbit is associated with an &morphism class of fractionary 
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there is a unique zero-dimensional orbit - that corresponding to the conductor -
so it belongs to the closure of every other orbit. Hence any open neighbourhood f 
the conductor point, Q, contains points associated to every ideal class. 
D’Souza’s result implies that @d : 2% + d& is smooth at Q E @, hence in an open 
neighbourhood of Q. Since smoothness at g E 9 is equivalent to formal smsoth- 
ness at the k-valued point 9x E P(k) [see 21 and as every torsion free O-module of 
rank 1 is represented in the open subset of smoothness of @d we find 9 is (formally) 
smooth. Hence Qid is (everywhere) smooth. 
We noti turn to another special &module the maximal ideal n of i!&. Since 3 is 
an affine group and C$ = ?!I the closure of $ in &, &, satisfies dim@& - 3.) = 
6-1, 8=dim9&. Look at IC6 xxx representing the diagonal of X X X and 
consider the second X as parameter space. Then I defines an element of @dI (some 
&), i.e. a family of Ox fractionary ideals with Ixxrv) = mx,Y. Since %,,, y # x is a 
principal 6 x,y-moduEe, I defines a morphism X + gd,, with the generic point of X 
going to a point in 9&. Tensoring I by p r(L), L a line bundle on X of suitable 
degree we get a curve in @d with generic point in (Z& and special point, Q’ in 
($& - %d) with 8: =%x,,. Suppose the % orbit through Q’ has codimension ~2. 
Then since codimension (gd - 3&) = 1 we can construct a curve T in .gd - $ with 
special point to = Q’ and generic point through other 93 orbits. In other words T 
defines a non-trivial deformation of $72 which is generically not (locally) principal. 
By the smoothness of @ and supposing f = normalization .of 7’ = Spec kl[ZJj we 
can get T’C & with @, 1 T’ an isomorphism onto T. This gives us a non-trivial, 
non-locally principal deformation of the maximal ideal as ided. On the other hand 
the universal deformation space of the maximal ideal as ideal is 6 itself. So that one 
parameter ideal deform ations .+rf %R are generically principal or trivial according as 
the morphism (guaranteed by universality) T’ + Spec 6 is surjective or not. Hence 
codim(%Q’)<2andsince%?.Q’C($&- 9&), codim ((3. Q’) = 1. By the definition 
of % action the points of 3. Q’ correspond to modules u . I#, u E b*, i.e. 
dim@. Q’) = dim(units of d mod units of End(R)) = length0 (&End(m)). Thus 
length (#/End(R)) = 8 - 1 so length (End(flTd)/B) =1. Let a! E Horn&R, 8) = %V, 
cy l 8X C 6’ a a l !l!R C il@ =+ a E End(m), i.e. !!IJ2-’ C End(%). It is easy to check 
m-’ > 6 SO thai m-’ = End(%) by the above. Flence (%R-‘)-‘= % which implies by 
[I] that 6 is Gorenstein. 
We have skipped one point, i.e. T C g can only be constructed if dim +I > 1. But 
if S = 1, ,9!7F = 6’ so 6 is automatically Gorenstein. Also we have assumed X 
rational. To complete the proof one can either show that any cusve singularity can 
be carried by a rational curve (upto isomorphism of completions) or we can restrict 
our attention to the closure of 99.. C gd. The point is %d can only be compactsed by 
a dim@ - 1) subscheme and this subscheme isclosed under $9 action. We leave it to 
the reader. 
The theorem yields a converse to D’Souza’s result that X-Gorens 
e method of Chow 
heme can be exten 
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as observed in [2]. The theorem shows that the method fails if X is not ~~)re~stei~. 
This point will be discussed in 131. 
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